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SPECl'RAOF BENZEM:1\NDlTS lro'roPCHERS,
1\NDTHE ~lLIBRIUM STRUCTURE
OF BENZEM:
J. Plíva
Deparbment of Physics,
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Ab\initio calculations as a tool in the anjdysis of
pert1\rbations in the vibration-rotation jpectra
of
polyatomic molecules
P. Botsc wina, M. Horn,S. Seeger,J. Flügge,
Jnstitut -r PhysikalischeChemie, Univ:;'jtãt Göttingen,
Tam annstr. 6, W-3./00 Götting~, Germany

Quite often, the analysis 0 perturbation
tion-rotation

apparent in high-resolution

vibra-

spectra of poly tomic m ecules is a difficult task for the exper-

imentalist. This holds in partl ular
selected set of bands can be obse

r less stable molecules for which only a
d. Ab initio calculations may be of consid-

erable help in solving such pro e s. The following topics will be dealt with
in detail: analysis of the per

rbati

parison of theoretical and e periment
HC3N and HC3NC and

s observed in the V3 band of CSI, comresults for various interacting states of

ediction of a erturbation in the v\ band of HNSi.

Accurate equilibrium g metries for HC3N and HC3NC3 will also be reported.

IN. Moazzen-Ahmadi, A. R. W. McKellar, and T. Amano, J. Chem. Ph".. 91,3140
(1989)
2p. Botschwina, M. Horn, S. Seeger, and J. Flügge, Mol. Ph".., to be publi.hed
'P. Botschwina, M. Horn, S. Seeger, and J. Flügge, Chem. Ph".. Lell., to be publiBhed
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Meta1 Hydrldea

Urban, Kay Essig. Helmu! Birk and Harold Jones

Abtei1ung Physikalische Chemie, Universität Ulm. 7900 Ulm

The results of accurate measuremenl

of the infrared speclra of several further

diatornic metal hydrides will be presented.
Mass independenl

molecular parameters

ytterbium and copper monohydride
relevant deuteride.

have been determined for alurninium.

Ihrough measurement

of !he spectra of the

We have also obtained. for the firsl time. extensive data over SbH and SbD.
(The LMR-spectrum

of SbH has also recently been observed in Booo).

Datai1s will be given in Ihe poster.
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H1ahI1 Selllit1ve Infrued

Spec:troacopy: IR-REMPI

Double Reaonance ExperImenta

Albert H. Bahnmaier. Reiner Schmid, and Harold ]ones
Abteilung Physikalische Chemie, Universität Ulm, 7900 Ulm

Abatract
The first double resonance signals involving the use of a C.W.infrared las<,r
and multipholon

ionization spectroscopy

using a puls<,d UV laser has be<,n

obs<'lVed in "NH3. O<,spit<' the lo\V duty-cyde

of such a combination,

v<,ry

slrong double r<,sonanc<, signals w<,re obs<,rved using a low power CO. laser as
infrared source. The obs<,rvations indicate that sllch measurements should be
possible with the <,,,,rem<,lylow pow<,r l<,v<,lsa\'ailabl<, from tunable diode
lasers. 5uch a combination would allow high r<,solution infrar<,d spec!roscoPy
to b<, carri<,d ou( \\ith the s<'l1siti\ity of ionization sp<,ctroscopy and alloll'
applica!ion 10 mol<,cular sP<'CÎ<'ssuch as dust<,rs. T<'rm I'alll<'s of '"NH3 hav<,
b<'<'11calculal<,d from the dala.
Further double resonanc<, <,xperim<'nts on CF31 and CF.Cl. \\ill be descib<,d
togeth<'r with the resuhs of inv<'Stigations using diode lasers.
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Anomalous Rotation- Vibration
Coupling in Some Molecules
Jerzy Konarski
Department

01 Theoretical

A. Mickiewicz

Chemistry,

University,

Faculty 01 Chemistry,

60-780 Poznarí,

Poland.

Abstract
lt has been shown that for some molecules the dependence of
the rotation

constant

B. and the centrifugal

distortion

constant

D.. on vibration quantum number Îs different than that of the
Pekeris-Herzberg.
For these cases the Dunham method is unable
to describe rovibrational
bands of molecules. and the Watson
approach

should

be applied.

and tenati ve explanation
body

A few examples

wiI1 be presented

based on the soft body or deformable

model wiI1 be suggested.
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Air Broadened Spectrum of Water Vapor: the V2 band
Koichi M.T. Yamada and Thomas Giesen
/. Physikalisches /nstitut, Universitãt zu Köln.
D-5000 /(öln ./1, Germany

Pressure broadening and shifts of H20 rovibrational line due to air were
measured precisely for 271 transitions in the V2band by using the high resolution
FTIR spectrometer, Bruker IFS-120 HR, at the Universitãt Giessen. Water vapor
was introduced into the 3 m long glass cell sealed by KBr windows. Air of 1 bar
was added to the cell and the broadened spectrum was recorded with a resolution
of 0.0039 cm-I which allows to safely the instrumental efl'ects on broadened line
profiles.

study

Rotational dependences of these efl'ects were clearly observed
which includes high J transitions
up to J = 18 +- 17.

in the present
The observed

rotational dependence is drastic. Very small pressure broadening coeflìcients were
obtained for high J transitions, e.g. 0.011 cm-1fbar for the unresolved K -doublet,
180,ls +- 171,17 and 181,18 +- 170,17, whereas medium
broadening, i.e. 7.,. +- 63,3 yields 0.087 cm-1fbar.

J transitions

exhibit

larger

Tbis work was in part 8upported by tbe Deutscbe Forscbungsgemeinscbaft. (SFB 301)
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